A framework for the evaluation and use of alternative data in the Consumer Expenditure Surveys

As part of the implementation of its strategic plan, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has increasingly studied the issue of using alternative data to improve both the quality of its data and the process by which those data are collected. The plan includes the goal of integrating alternative data into BLS programs. This article describes the framework used by the BLS Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CE) program and the potential these data hold for complementing data collected in traditional formats. It also addresses some of the challenges BLS faces when using alternative data and the complementary role that alternative data play in improving the quality of data currently collected. Alternative data can substitute for what is presently being collected from respondents and provide additional information to supplement the variables the CE program produces or to adjust the CE program’s processing and weighting procedures.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has intensified the examination of alternative data in order to improve both the quality of the data that BLS collects and the methods by which those data are collected. BLS has incorporated in its strategic plan the goal of integrating alternative data into its programs. This article describes the framework used by the BLS Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CE) program when it evaluates new data resources and the potential they hold for complementing data collected in traditional survey formats. The CE program must consider how best to use these data to meet its core measurement objectives and to do so within established constraints and considerations. This article examines (1) the definition of “alternative data,” (2) the ways that alternative data can assist in
resolving current issues in household data, (3) the various potential uses of alternative data, (4) the suitability of alternative data, and (5) the challenges faced when considering the use of alternative data in the CE production systems.

Factors motivating the use of alternative data sources

Respondent data collected in the CE are used to produce the expenditure and demographic information necessary for the production of the Consumer Price Index (CPI), among other uses in government, academia, and the private sector. The CE program faces several challenges common to household survey operations. First, response rates are declining because of many factors, such as increasing distrust of government, privacy concerns among respondents, and the number of competing surveys. In addition, the increasing length and complexity of the CE interview contribute to higher nonresponse rates and poorer quality responses. Second, data collection costs have been increasing because of an erosion over time of respondents’ willingness to participate in the CE and the additional time and effort required to contact potential respondents and secure their cooperation. Finally, diminishing data collection resources created by increasing costs without commensurate budget increases result in fewer survey participants and less data on expenditures collected in the survey, which negatively affects the quality of the CE data.

These factors have led the CE program to consider how alternative data—that is, data collected from sources other than CE respondents—could enhance estimates currently produced. For example, alternative data sources could improve both expenditure data and other information collected by the survey, such as demographic data and various household characteristics. CE stakeholders recognize the potential value of using alternative data. For example, a Committee on National Statistics report entitled “Measuring What We Spend: Toward a New Consumer Expenditure Survey” includes recommendations for exploring the use of alternative data sources:

The ability to link CE data to relevant administrative data sources (such as IRS data or data on program participation) could provide additional richness for economic research as well as providing potential avenues to investigate the impact of nonresponse on the survey results. . . . For economic analyses, data on income, saving, and employment status are important to be collected on the CE along with expenditure data. Aligning these data over time periods, and collecting information on major life events of the household, will help researchers understand changes in income and expenditures of a household over time. Linkage of the CE data to relevant administrative data (such as the IRS and program participation) would provide additional richness, and possibly provide avenues to investigate the effect of nonresponse. . . . BLS should pursue a long-term research agenda that integrates new technology and administrative data sources as part of a continuous process improvement. The introduction of these elements should create reductions in data
collection and processing costs, measurement error, and/or the statistical variance and complexity of the CPI estimate. The agenda should address the robustness of new technology and a cost/quality/risk trade-off of using external data [emphases added].\(^2\)

Similarly, there is an awareness within the federal government of the need to facilitate the use of alternative data by federal agencies. In its 2017 report, the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking called on policymakers to consider removing statutory impediments to the sharing of data for evidence building.\(^3\) Other researchers have also recognized that data collected through different mechanisms can complement traditional survey data by helping address old questions using new means.\(^4\)

**Exploring alternative data in the CE**

In line with these recommendations, the CE program continues to explore alternative data, including linking survey data with administrative records and using data compiled by commercial vendors. For ease of discussion, we grouped alternative data into the following categories on the basis of the data source: (1) administrative data or administrative records data, which the Office of Management and Budget describes as “data collected by government entities for program administration, regulatory, or law enforcement purpose”;\(^5\) (2) consolidated data (e.g., data from credit card companies, data aggregators, or other private sector companies); and (3) operational data that are used to conduct routine agency activities but often are not available for research or statistical uses (e.g., the Statistics of Income program of the Internal Revenue Service transforms tax data into derived records from tax returns that are thus not subject to usual destruction requirements).\(^6\)

Alternative data also can be organized by the forms they take, ranging from structured data (e.g., most of the federal administrative data produced) to semistructured data, such as those downloaded from the internet, and finally to unstructured data (e.g., open response text data requiring some type of language processing). A related categorization is based on the purpose of the data collection, distinguishing between data collected for a statistical purpose—“designed data”—and data that have arisen for other purposes—“organic data.”\(^7\) To date, most of the alternative data pursued by the CE program have been structured administrative data. Regardless of their categorization, alternative data require the CE program to employ varying degrees of effort to feed the data into the BLS information technology systems. The CE program must ensure that data from each alternative source meet the following criteria: (1) they are consistent with the CE program’s core measurement objectives and are representative of the target population; (2) they meet BLS requirements for data continuity—a sudden loss of an alternative data source cannot cause a disruption in production schedules, and the data elements and structure of alternative datasets cannot cause a sudden and urgent reworking of BLS information technology infrastructures; and (3) they uphold the agency’s ability to be transparent.\(^8\)

Of note, this article focuses exclusively on alternative data sources. In parallel, the CE program is also pursuing the investigation of alternative collection modes in an effort to meet the changing needs of the respondent population. As part of the Gemini Project to redesign the CE, for example, the CE program recently designed, developed, and field tested an online diary to complement the existing paper diary.\(^9\)

**Potential uses of alternative data in CE programs**
Alternative data have a variety of uses, including direct variable substitution, addition of auxiliary variables for information beyond respondent-collected data, validation of collected estimates, and as an input in processing (e.g., blended imputation and weighting). Three specific applications that the CE program has explored or is exploring are detailed in the subsections that follow.

**Nonresponse adjustment**

Alternative data could be used to improve the calculation of nonresponse adjustment weights by linking the alternative data to the CE’s sampled addresses in the calculations. Presently, the CE program uses publicly available aggregated federal tax data on income at the Zip-Code level to create nonresponse income weighting groups. The CE is exploring the possibility of improving the nonresponse weighting groups through the use of household-level income estimates from linked federal tax data instead of income data based on the respondent’s Zip Code. Brummet et al. found that there was little agreement between these nonresponse weighting groups assigned on the basis of Zip Code and those assigned on the basis of linked household-level tax information. Income data linked from Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 1040 and Form W-2 could be used to place responding and nonresponding units into the appropriate nonresponse weighting groups.

**Imputation**

Administrative data linked to the CE sample could be used for imputation in two ways. First, a linked variable could be used either directly to provide a value when the respondent fails to provide one or as an input into models used to impute missing values. One example is to use income from linked federal tax data in a multiple imputation model for different income variables. Second, the CE could also use alternative data on housing to improve estimates such as the rental-equivalent value of respondents’ owned homes. Multiple commercial sources contain housing characteristics that could be used to model rental equivalence and selectively replace questionable respondent-provided rental-equivalent value estimates.

**Question replacement**

In some instances, it may be possible to use alternative data to replace CE questions entirely. For example, instead of asking respondents for information on housing subsidies, the CE could obtain this information from U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) administrative data records. In some cases, this could not only reduce respondent burden by asking fewer questions but also reduce measurement error, if the assumption that the administrative sources are more accurate proves to be correct.

Adopting alternative data in survey processes may allow BLS to mitigate or resolve methodological and operational challenges. The observations provided by alternative data sources and collection methods often far outnumber those from traditional data collection; that is, a larger number of observations increases the likelihood that a missing respondent value can be replaced with a value from an alternative data source. Furthermore, alternative data may help BLS reduce and better manage respondent burden, address survey nonresponses, reduce collection costs, and allow for publication of data at a more detailed level. To evaluate the benefits of alternative data, regardless of their potential applications, the CE program needs to assess the suitability of the data before they can be used. These considerations are discussed in the next section.

**Evaluating the suitability of alternative data**
When evaluating alternative data for its fitness for use, the CE program uses criteria similar to those considered by Seeskin et al. to guide decisions about their suitability. These criteria are discussed in the subsections that follow.

**Relevance**

What data are contained in the alternative source, and would they provide a measure that matches the concept that the CE collects or intends to collect?

**Timing**

When are the alternative data available for the CE program’s use in a given year? The process of collecting and processing these data, especially with Federal Tax Information (FTI) that refers to the prior tax year, could add months to the CE program’s production timeline. The CE program must adhere to CPI program timeliness requirements, and it cannot incorporate business operation changes that result in lengthening the time the data are delivered to the CPI program. Depending on how the data are used in processing, the timing of available data could affect their utility. For example, if FTI were to be used to replace CE income data, then the delay in accessing tax records could prevent BLS from publishing CE data in a timely manner. However, this is not as much of a concern for data that help construct the CE sample frame or model income estimates for which earlier tax data could be used. Additionally, static data (e.g., data on housing construction) are less time sensitive than dynamic data (e.g., unemployment benefits receipts or participation in in-kind benefit programs such as subsidized housing or Medicaid).

**Representativeness**

Whether we are considering alternative data for data validation, adjustment, or replacement, it is critical that we assess the representativeness of the source relative to the CE’s target population. We must also consider factors such as the intended coverage of the alternative data, systematic inclusions or exclusions of various population subgroups, and any additional adjustments made by alternative data vendors.

**Barriers to access and release**

Are there any additional constraints on the linkage of data? Current use of certain data, such as FTI (protected under title 26 of the U.S. Code) requires participating staff to submit to a background investigation and travel offsite to use the data, because such data cannot be transferred to BLS. Nevertheless, the CE program pursues research using FTI, with the expectation that future laws or negotiated agreements with data owners will be more favorable to data linkage and will remove some of the barriers listed. For data collected by private sources, providers may require nondisclosure agreements, and the reuse of outside linked data may be limited (e.g., restricted from public microdata release), depending on the terms of the agreement. Additionally, some variables from aggregated data sources are derived by using models that are proprietary, limiting the ability of the CE to share source information with end users.

**Administrative dataset availability**

Linking CE data to other federal survey data requires the use of the CE’s sample frame information and personally identifiable information that is stored on U.S. Census Bureau servers and not available at BLS. Therefore, this linkage must be performed at the Census Bureau, where the Center for Economic Studies (CES) is engaged in
The CE program currently relies on administrative datasets acquired and linked by the Census Bureau, many of which cover a different number of years in the past.

**Identifier availability**

Some variables useful for improving match rates (e.g., date of birth and social security number) are not collected by the CE and therefore are not available for use in effective matching procedures. Although data on these variables could be collected, asking for such information may raise privacy concerns among respondents. Data can still be matched without those identifiers; however, the match rates are lower overall, which may reduce the utility of the matched data.

**Challenges to using alternative data in the CE production system**

While evaluating various data sources that could be incorporated into the CE Quarterly Interview Survey and the Diary Survey, the CE program staff have identified several challenges that accompany alternative data: (1) constraints on accessing the data (e.g., background investigations), (2) difficulties in assessing the value of the data that would be provided, (3) the high costs of data acquisition, and (4) the potential for instability among data providers because of contract recompetition.

Additionally, there are requirements related to the CE production system and technical skills required to integrate alternative data into the system. As noted by Brett McBride in his 2018 study, past reviews of data sources have highlighted the importance of data relevance, and few available data sources have been found to be viable, most being tangential to the content collected by the CE.

The CE program is evaluating the specific ways in which the challenges involved in using alternative data affect their potential use in CE production.

**Match rate**

The CE no longer asks respondents to provide their date of birth. Some respondents consider this to be sensitive information, but not having that information leads to a notable reduction (estimated at roughly 10 percent) in the number of respondents that can be linked to other (survey and administrative) records by using person-level matching.

**Conceptual differences**

Another challenge to using alternative data in the CE involves how to reconcile inevitable differences between what the survey is trying to measure and the information provided by administrative records. For example, the CE program needs income information corresponding to the period in which expenditure information is collected. The CE interview asks about work and income levels over the “past 12 months,” whereas IRS data on income is for each calendar year. As a result, for most of the 12 months, conceptually, there is some misalignment between IRS data and the responses collected from the CE. In practice, however, past research has shown that the measures track consistently from month to month.

**Timing**
Yet another challenge involves the timing of when the administrative data become available for use. The CE program’s mission is not only to provide data of high statistical quality, but also to do so in a timely manner. The CE program has semiannual releases of expenditure estimates. A project linking IRS data to CE data, discussed in the article by Brummet et al., illustrates how the timing of when data become available complicates the need to produce timely estimates. For interviews that were fielded in the year 2014, respondents reported on income received anywhere from January 2013 to November 2014 (depending on their interview month). The filing deadline for the corresponding IRS data was April 2015, which was after the fielding period for the CE. The IRS data did not become available until 2016, which was far past the publication date for 2014 CE data, in September 2015.

**Legal limitations**

Current legal limitations on accessing data also present challenges for the CE program. According to title 26 of the U.S. Code, IRS data can currently be shared for research purposes directly with a few agencies, including the Census Bureau but not BLS. Furthermore, once any administrative data are combined with survey data protected under another statute, it becomes more difficult to share the data with end users (in the form of microdata).

For any source of alternative data, collection presents its own set of challenges, many of which result from BLS not having control over the data. Only by first obtaining and then working with alternative data will BLS be able to determine if it can resolve the methodological and operational challenges mentioned earlier in order to use alternative data in the production of its estimates.

The CE program continues to explore linkage projects that represent a net benefit for the accuracy of data quality in light of the complications (e.g., timeliness and data confidentiality) associated with using alternative data. To ensure that each alternative dataset meets the needs of the CE program’s core measurement objectives, the CE staff evaluates the data’s fitness for use and the tradeoffs necessary to use the data. These tradeoffs may require changes to data collection, review procedures, and information technology applications.

Over time, the CE program will consider the need for introducing new estimation and imputation techniques that are appropriate for these data, just as it continues to do for data collected in the traditional way. More generally, the CE program will consider all of the effects on business processes and develop a standardized approach to handle alternative data. Finally, senior program management, along with other BLS executives, will pay special attention to identifying any necessary staffing and training gaps related to the research and use of alternative data.

**Alternative data projects**

The CE program has worked on several applications of alternative data, mostly carried out by the Census Bureau’s CES. This section discusses these applications.

**Commercial housing data vendor X**

The CE program worked with the CPI Housing Survey staff to allow BLS access to free-of-charge, consolidated data on housing from commercial housing data vendor X. This exploratory benchmarking project provided housing information on property square footage, number of rooms, property type, and an estimate of property value. In addition, address data were made available so that these addresses could be matched to those housing...
units included in the CPI Housing Survey. BLS and commercial housing data vendor X signed a legal agreement that permitted the transfer of these data for research purposes only.

Commercial housing data vendor Y data linkage
CES linked 2014 CE interview response data with aggregated data from a commercial housing data vendor, which we designate here as commercial housing data vendor Y.\textsuperscript{20} Datasets containing property tax and deed information were linked by using the Census Bureau's Master Address File and CE data on housing characteristics and mortgages. The findings indicated strong agreement between sources on home ownership, property tax, and some housing characteristics, but weaker agreement for home values and data from the deeds file. This project provided information about the alternative data's potential use for filling missing CE values in an imputation model (e.g., estimated market value of the owned home) or potentially replacing questions (e.g., property tax, for which missing rates in the CE were elevated). However, recompetition of the contract with the Census Bureau highlighted the risk that using aggregated data vendors can pose to the stability of the data source, as a different provider of data was ultimately awarded the contract. A change in vendor requires that the CE program learn and understand the new vendor's underlying methodology of data aggregation, and risks a break in data series, especially if the change in methodology is large.

IRS data linkage project
This project involved linking CE interview responses from the 2014–15 period to IRS administrative records (e.g., IRS Form 1040, Form W-2, and Form 1099).\textsuperscript{21} The CES was able to link 77 percent of interviewed respondents to 1040 forms by using Master Address File identifiers and 70 percent using Protected Identification Keys. Research found very small differences in reported average wages from the CE, compared with those from IRS records. Where misreporting occurred, it tended to be CE respondents reporting higher amounts at the bottom of the wage distribution and lower amounts at the top. The CE program's income imputation process was found to make up for the failure of some respondents to report wages, but it also was sometimes found to impute wages for respondents that did not have Form W-2 wages. As noted in prior studies, this project showed evidence of higher nonresponse rates among household sample units with higher income levels than those contained in the IRS records (when income is defined as adjusted gross incomes).\textsuperscript{22}

HUD administrative data project
The CES has matched CE interview responses from the 2013–17 period to U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) records (i.e., voucher recipient information and residence in public housing) to investigate (1) misreporting of the receipt of rental assistance and (2) misalignment in reported values of rents and rental subsidies.\textsuperscript{23} In addition, the CES is now investigating how estimates of rent burden and the Supplemental Poverty Measure thresholds are affected when replacing survey-reported rent and rental subsidy values with HUD administrative data.\textsuperscript{24}

Conclusion
In this article, we have addressed some of the challenges faced by the CE program when using alternative data and the complementary role that alternative data could play in improving the data currently collected from respondents. Alternative data can substitute for what is presently being collected from respondents, as well as provide additional information to supplement the variables the CE program produces or to adjust the CE program's
processing and weighting procedures. Nevertheless, we acknowledge the set of challenges common to these new data sources—from conceptual issues to practical timing and legal constraints. Moving forward, the CE program will continue to work on projects that seek to identify ways that alternative data can benefit various components of the survey.


### NOTES

1 For more information on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) program, see the CPI home page at https://www.bls.gov/cpi/.


9 For more information on the Gemini Project to Redesign the Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CE), see https://www.bls.gov/cex/geminiproject.htm.


12 For more information on title 26 of the U.S. Code, see https://uscode.house.gov/.
The Census Bureau’s Center for Economic Studies was formerly known as the Center for Administrative Records Research and Applications (CARRA).


Ibid.

See Brummet et al., “Investigating the use of administrative records in the Consumer Expenditure Survey.”

Under title 26 of the U.S. Code, Internal Revenue Service data can also be shared with the Congressional Budget Office, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the National Agricultural Statistics Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.


Corporation name redacted for confidentiality reasons. This was a collaboration between the CPI and CE programs during the 2015–17 period.


Brummet et al., “Investigating the use of administrative records in the Consumer Expenditure Survey.”


The Supplemental Poverty Measure uses CE data on housing as part of the food, clothing, shelter, and utilities expenditures, which are, in turn, used to calculate poverty thresholds.
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